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About This Game

Get ready to pull off The Ultimate Heist!!
Ever wanted to go on an epic adventure where you get to infiltrate some of the most High Security Vaults across the world? We
have you covered! Get ready to play in this unique turn-based strategy game. Avoid getting spotted by the cameras and the
patrolling guards, use the gadgets at your disposal to neutralize your foes and get to the end of each vault and thereafter, crack it
by playing one of the crazy mini games. Try to get to the end of the levels in as few moves as possible, so that you can compete
with all the other infiltrators across the world.
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Turn-Based Gameplay
2 Different Gadgets to use - ICD (Invisibility Cloaking Device) and the Handy Tranquilizer Gun
Play in over 50 Different Levels across 5 Different Continents
Over 3 Different difficulty types
Power Ups to help you on your adventure
Awesome Futuristic Art style
Steam Achievements and Leaderboards
Steam Trading Cards - Coming Soon
Awesome new Cutscene specially made for Steam
This is just the beginning!

We have already planned out the next major update in our pipeline, there will be many more levels added, we will be enabling
the steam workshop so you can create and add your own levels to the game. To do that we will create a simple level editor which
allows anyone with a bit of experience with basic game engines to create and share awesome levels for everyone to play. Apart
from that we will be adding more languages, so that more people can enjoy the game.
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Title: The Ultimate Heist
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Smash Game Studios
Publisher:
Smash Game Studios
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: XP
Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.4Ghz or Higher / AMD 3Ghz or Higher
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia 8600 / Radeon equivalent (2009 era)
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 550 MB available space

English
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Excellent gameplay, wonderfully campy story, drops you right into the action, plenty of upgrades and replayability. Sometimes
you'll snag on corners, but that's the only criticism I have. Absolutely recommended!. So much fun with friends would just love
more weapons types.. Considering you can't even play the game I wouldn't recommand this game to anyone. Developers have
known about the issue and fail to fix it.. This essentially turns the original OWH into a demo, although it was a demo that I spent
around 20 hours on without seeing everything.
There is significantly more content in this expansion than the original game, justifying the higher price, so you can play the
cheap version to see if you like it, then get all the extra stuff when the base game starts losing it's appeal.. Good visual novel
with a few different endings.. This is so poorly executed I wonder why they even released it. The aliasing and lighting artifacts
are terrible, the shaders are flat and bland, and it completely ignores every convention learned in this VR resurgence about
design, UIs, and control schemes.
This product is free, but it is a waste of a download and insulting to the Deus Ex name.. Couldn't get in to this game. It was too
hard to control units etc. They often just wouldn't go where I tried to put them I felt llike I was battling the controls and game
system instead of the enemy. After playing the total war series it just doesnt compare.. Great game that's a little rough around
the edges, especially in the english translation. Still, there are very few titles that let you feel like you're part of a living village as
much as this one does. Dev has regular updates, so I'm confident any issues will be resolved before long.. DOSH! Spend it while
you can! Twelve cents per model with the 75% sale. Yes, I have a Steam purchasing addiction.
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Only two upgrades and no weapon variation
P.S.: Refunded. Liked it so far.... I knew what was coming and I still got disappointed. Starts with a cutscene that tells little to
nothing and looks clumsy. Then you're allowed to get familiar with controls and they sure don't feel nice.
But neat, just a minute of actual gameplay and I'm having a firefight. I'm running forward in order to go to cover but end up
getting a few more holes in myself as there are enemies shooting from everywhere around me. k. I'll just go straight to cover on
retry and one of my npc friends goes there too. I'm below the window but notice that your character has no ability to shoot from
behind cover... and my friend there goes dying and I have to help him up.
After a while of testing which gun would be best, I choose pistol (machine gun couln't hit anything) and kill the first enemy on
the right, who also is a parkour master as is jumping all around the place making it harder to shoot him from my already
horrible position. I decide to look for more enemies, who I can't see but who don't seem to have trouble shooting me, while still
reviving my teammate.
I manage to run to the right side of the stairs and one of the enemies decides that running to the right would make killing him
easier. Now pointing my gun at him the game crashes. It just doesn't work even though the computer processes show that it's
running fine.
I might actually try playing this through someday, but with all the actually good games out there, this isn't high on my to do list..
This game has such a nice idea that is just ruined by a convoluted system. Trying to find every bit of detail in the murders is so
difficult thats its frustrating, sometimes you will just be walking back and forth trying to find the thing for it to be pretty much
invisible next to you unless you know to look for it. an example of this is the "drugs" during the hanging lady case.. Absolutely
loved this game! Reminds me very much of the Godfather movies, and the story line of this game is great. There are sad
moments, funny moments, and tons of great action. Highly recommend this game. I like how it's a long game.. Do not buy this
game no matter the cause, if you want a game that is cheap and good this is not the game. You would be better of buy getting a
free game, the only thing I could recomend this game for is to raise your steam game count.
Terrible game should not buy. Was really looking forward to a cool farming sim, but this is not it. Bascially just boring. Overly
realistic in that it takes forever to grow anything, and then lacking in strategy because there's not much you can do other than
plant things and wait for them to grow. A lot of the information provided in game about crop conditions and weather seems
good to start with but then proves to be unclearly defined when it comes to actually using it.
I don't mind about the graphics cos it's not a game where that's the focus. Showing visually how much of a crop is dead or ready
to harvest was good, and some of the other informational displays were simple and efficient. But... just not fun.
Lots of bugs. I have played for three hours, and I got corrupt ostriches that would not reach maturity as they had a negative
number of days to go, a massive field of tulips that were harvested and then disappeared so I couldn't sell them, a missing icon
on my field so I didn't know what was planted there, and divide by zero errors everyday just before noon so had to quit that
game. Also, whenever I grew animals, there was 0.1 tonnes of meat available but the slider to choose how much to sell
confusingly let me choose about 10 values of "zero tonnes" at different prices.
Distinct Lack of shortcut keys. Was disappointed that the landscape and set up of the initial farming village was identical in UK
and USA scenarios.. Marvelously fun game.
Major set back: Even on the lowest graphics setting, the infernal game chops like there's no tomorrow.
I've played 2 hours, then took a break. Now when I try to load her up, the game chops for 5+ minutes till I get bored and quit.
And wehn I say chops, I mean the music cuts in and out and you can't interact at all.
The developers have an awesome idea for a game, it's great fun - but unplayable by virtue of their execution.. Frnakly I don;t
know what to think of this game. I think it's brillant and ultra well detailed. But at the same time it is so complex that I just can't
go deep into it. I guess it's amazing but sadly I will not be able to play it much (or as much as I would want). i'm sure it's great in
french
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